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Have you ever wanted to know the scriptures like the back of your hand? How would you like to be

able to quote any scripture off the top of your head when you need it most? There are many

techniques that are available for memorizing today. However, some of these may be more hype

than practical. Although they may provide an interesting read, when it comes time for practical

application, those techniques tend to be a dud. There are methods, however, which have been

perfected over thousands of years. Utilizing these methods there are many people who have

memorized entire books word for word. In this book you will discover a real working method that will

propel your ability to recall scripture like you never thought possible. This method is a very simple 5

step process that will help you increase your knowledge of the scriptures like never before. How to

memorize the bible quick and easy in 5 simple steps was written by a preacher who has memorized

entire epistles and books word for word throughout the bible. In this book he will outline the exact 5

step method he has used.
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This entire book could be summarized in 5 sentences, such as: Settle your mind with the peace of

Christ. Find a peaceful place, free of distractions. Rely on the guidance & empowering of the Holy

Spirit. While these "steps" are certainly foundational and important, this book's main benefit is the

scripture he references. I wish he had included more practical helps in meditating on and

memorizing Scripture. For instance, meditating by going through the verse, each time emphasizing



one word and its' meaning... eventually working your way through every word/concept in the verse.

Other practical helps could have been covered. All in all, I was a bit disappointed.

Awesome read! This book served its purpose and then some! In my desire to learn to memorize

scripture as i study this book blessed me with a closer commune with God as I meet Him in that

secret place! I found this book enlightening, easy to read and understand. It shared Gods word in a

clear and concise manner. It showed me that through the Holy Spirit, the Helper, all things will be

brought back to my remembrance by faith! This book gave a brief wonderful study of faith as well.

Despite a few typographical errors and for the cost EXCELLENT BOOK! Will recommend to others

and read again. Be blessed.

I found this book to be an easy read. The author presents practical methods to increase

memorization and retention by relying on the Holy Spirit to guide you. I especially liked his mention

of diet, exercise and peace as necessary ingredients in the memorization process. The book is not

very wordy, is straight and to the point.

Minister and Author Adam Houge, throughout his many years as a Christian and guiding others in

Spiritual matters, has found it critical for himself and Believers to gain strategies on Bible

memorization. He believes it should be done while under the direction of the Holy Spirit. The 5

simple steps he outlines for us has been field tested by him personally and this has allowed him to

memorize entire books of the Bible word for word.His passion for writing this book stems out of a

belief that we will not always have our Bibles with us when encountering others and the Word needs

to be etched upon our hearts. It reminded me of 2 Tim.4:2 : "Preach the Word! Be ready in season

and out of season.". Securing a proper location with limited distractions is essential. He will teach

you how to prepare the secret place and strategies you can use to prepare yourself to memorize.

Learn how the Peg Technique and Image Streaming can benefit your ability to recall.As a man of

God fully yielded to Christ, his desire is that, after prayer and worship, that you discern how God is

speaking to you. When the emotional connection is made it can be easier to recall what He placed

on your heart. While learning strategy techniques you will also learn to sensitize yourself more fully

to the Lord.Adam Houge has other resources that will also benefit your Christian walk. He has a

heart to see the body of Christ mature and walk in authentic truth.

This little book is readable and filled with practical insight that will not only help one memorize



scripture, but also grow closer to God in the process. After all, that would be the main point in

memorizing scripture.

Adam Houge has written what I believe will be a useful tool. The book is just as much, if not more,

about involving the Lord in your quest to memorize Holy scripture as it is memorization techniques.

I'm writing this book immediately after completion so I can't give testimony about how well they

work. I can, however, look back at attempts to memorize passages I recognize that I had the most

success when I used the sort of techniques prescribed in Adam's book. The characteristic I admire

the most in brother Adam's work is that it is centered on Christ and drawing near Him rather than

the self and the memory. I'm pooling forward to getting started!!!

This book has help me to understand there is no quick way of learning the Bible just one of the best

ways to learn it.You must be true in your faith and put the effort and time that it take to learn.

Adam Houge has written a neat, little book that is not long in volume but is fairly weighted in

content. What was particularly helpful to me was Adam's discussion on the differences between

memorizing and recalling. I've been doing what he says rarely works, repeating verses over and

over, to no avail. There was a period in my life when I memorized entire chapters and Psalms, and I

have often wondered why I can't seem to memorize anything new. Adam talks about having that

connection and understanding to that part of Scripture you are attempting to "write on your heart." It

is true that in the days when I so easily memorized Psalms 27 and 63 and Deuteronomy 8, I was

passing through some rather difficult and troubling hardships. Thanks to the author, I now

understand how I was able to memorize those chapters and why they have stuck with me all of

these years. I also found his discussion on quieting our hearts and minds by meditating on The Lord

instead of watching television/Netflix or playing Candy Crush (don't judge me!) very helpful, and I

have immediately begun to implement his suggestion to be "quiet" before The Lord with calming,

happy, and peaceful results.
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